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NOTE ON FOWLE'S SPECTROSCOPIC METHOD
FOR THE DETERMINATION OF AQUEOUS

VAPOR IN THE ATMOSPHERE
By L. B. ALDRICH

Director, Astrophysical Observatory

(With One Plate)

In 1912 F. E. Fowle ^ developed a spectroscopic method for deter-

mining the amount of water vapor in a column of atmosphere verti-

cally above the observer. This quantity he called the "precipitable

water," and he defined it as "the depth of liquid water which if in the

form of vapor would be contained in a column of air of the same

cross-section reaching vertically to the limits of the atmosphere."

Fowle's method uses three infrared water-vapor bands, viz, p{\=
•935/*). ^(^=i-I3/a) and </''(A=i.47/a). With spectrobolometric

energy curves obtained at Washington by passing the radiation from

a bank of Nernst glowers through a known quantity of water vapor,

he studied the depths of these absorption bands as affected by changes

in width of bolometer strip, slit, and other variables. The depths as

, . . . deflection at bottom of band
expressed ni the ratio

deflection at smooth curve above the band

(or in abbreviated form, p/psc, </>/</>sc, and }p'/\p'sc) he correlated with

known quantities of water vapor in the path of the beam. The

amount of water vapor, expressed in centimeters of precipitable water,

was determined from the length of path and from wet- and dry-bulb

readings taken at many points along the path of the beam. The

accuracy of these water-vapor determinations he checked by absorbing

with phosphorus pentoxide and calcium chloride the water vapor in

known volumes of air along the path. Thus he developed a table

giving for standard conditions of definition and purity of the spec-

trum, as controlled by slit width, bolometer strip width, time of swing

of galvanometer, etc., the precipitable water corresponding to given

values of p/psc and <^/^sc- This table has since been extensively

used in the solar-constant work of the Astrophysical Observatory,

particularly in daily determinations of the short-method function F.

(see Ann. Astrophys. Obs., vol. 6, p. 66).

Astrophys. Journ., vol. 35, p. 149, 1912; vol. 37, p. 359, I9i3-
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In 1947 the Astrophysical Observatory temporarily established at

Miami, Fla., a solar field station, to carry out certain radiation mea-

surements under contract with the Office of the Quartermaster

f^=^ri±Zr
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of the equipment for this work was brought from Burro Mountain

near Tyrone, N. Mex., where for some years the Smithsonian

Institution maintained a high-altitude solar station.

The circumstances of a Smithsonian solar field station operating at

a wet, sea-level location is unique. The only previous spectrobolo-

metric set-up at sea level was the original Washington equipment of

some 40 years ago, which Fowle used in his precipitable-water studies

above mentioned. The Miami set-up thus offered opportunity to check

the correctness of Fowle's precipitable-water curve.
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Fig. 2.—Path of beam. L, light source; Mi, Mi, concave mirrors, i-m. focus;

C, coelostat plane mirror; S, slit; B, bolometer.

We originally planned to do this in June 1948, at which time of

year there is normally a maximum of atmospheric humidity. Unavoid-

able delays occurred, however, and holographs were not obtained until

January 1949. The following summarizes the work:

A 500-watt projection lamp was placed in the focus of a 9-inch-

diameter aluminized mirror of i meter focal length. The assembly

was mounted on a movable table in the field adjoining the station

building. The approximately parallel beam from the mirror fell upon

the second mirror of the coelostat and from there passed through the

spectrobolometer, housed in the station building (fig. 2).

In Smithsonian solar-constant observations, standard conditions

of slit width, bolometer strip width, and time of swing of the gal-
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vanometer suspension are maintained. Effort is made to keep the

definition constant, as measured by the depth of the Fraunhofer line

"h" {X=.4i02fi). The ratio of bottom of this band to the smooth

curve over the top is kept at .845. In the holographs of the present

work these standard conditions were fulfilled.

Constancy of the lamp source was assured by the interpolation of

an electronic voltage regulator capable of holding the potential across

the lamp uniform within i/io percent. Bolographs were made on

January 28 and 29 for distances lamp source to bolometer strip vary-

ing from 19 to 80 meters. Repeated wet- and dry-bulb readings were

taken at various positions along the path of the beam both indoors

and outdoors, during the time bolographs were being recorded. Hand-

aspirated Friez psychrometers were used, checked periodically against

a sling-type psychrometer.

Figure i gives Fowle's curves for p/p^c and <jf)/<^sc- The dotted lines

extend the curves to zero water vapor. The individual points of

January 28 and 29 lie on the extended curves within experimental

error. Actual deviations from Fowle's values are given in table 2. As

would be expected, the deviations are generally larger as the deflections

become smaller.

It is gratifying that Fowle's curve appears substantially correct

for the water-vapor range here tested. On January 28 the average air

temperature was 73° F. and relative humidity 80 percent. On January

29 air temperature was 6"/° and relative humidity 90 percent.
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Table 1.

—

Fowle's standard table. Precipitable water vs. depth of hand

(For standard conditions of solar-constant observations: slit width, .3 mm.;
time of single swing of galvanometer, 1.4 sec. ; ratio of bottom of the Fraun-

hofer "h" line (X = .4102 p.) to smooth curve = .845.)
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Table 2.

—

Summary


